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Abstract: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is typically characterized by adult-onset degeneration of the upper and 

lower motor neurons in mostly male patients, and is usually fatal within 2 to 5 years and is by definition a progressive 
disease. Only one drug, riluzole, has been approved to treat ALS, which typically provides only a gain of survival of a few 
months. The exact etiology of ALS isn’t known. However most researchers suggest, that ALS increases inflammation 

and increases cellular stress so that arriving stem cells and local stem cells cannot differentiate into functional nerve 
cells: ALS shares on a genetic level many similarities with cancer resistance and supports the view that tissue repair and 
cancer are related. Deteriorating general immunity in nerve cells causes dementia, mental stress, and anxiety. A 

fermented soy formulation (FSWW08) has been shown to improve local and general immunity in cancer patients and 
reduces stress on the molecular as well as a clinical level: FSWW08 improved on the genetic molecular level MAP-
kinase, c-Jun, and NF-kB, which are impaired in ALS patients. A 50 year old man diagnosed two years ago with ALS in 

the neck was given one month later over a two year period standard therapy, standard physical care, riluzole anti-
inflammatory drugs, oxybutynin for urge incontinence, and additionally FSWW08. Three month before being diagnosed 
with ALS; the patient suffered from severe mood swings (anxiety disorders but not depression), which were treated by a 

psychiatrist. The patient complained about severe sleeping disorders at that time. Improvement of mental and physical 
well-being of FSWW08 was documented by two questionnaires specifically developed for ALS (Amyotrophic Lateral 
Sclerosis-Frontotemporal Dementia-Questionnaire [ALS-FTD-Q]) and a quality of life questionnaire from the ESQR 

questionnaires. The progress of local muscle impairment in the neck, which caused the disease, was stopped after 2 
month of consumption of FSWW08, as well as breathing being stabilized at a low, but stable levels above the defined 
level for obstructive disease. Strong on/off fluctuations of ALS symptoms were observed and documented with the 

consumption of FSWW08, standard medication was continued and had no effect on on/off motor functions of ALS. When 
the consumption of the FSWW08 was stopped motor dysfunctions of the arms reappeared within two weeks and the 
patient lost his ability to speak. When consumption of FSWW08 was resumed the disturbances disappeared within 7 

days. Additionally it was observed that immune disturbances, hay fever and usual infections during winter, were 
completely eliminated. Under FSWW08, mental stress and anxiety was reduced, accompanied by a normal sleeping 
pattern at night and increased energy levels, which caused increased physical activity. Patient reported improved 

breathing, documented by stable FVW. The patient exhibited a normalization of blood pressure (from pre diagnosed ALS 
and no consumption of FSWW08, similarly in the off phase, when FSWW08 was not taken) from 170/100 mm HG to 
120/80 mm HG under FSWW08 consumption) within seven days, blood lipids were normalized (cholesterol, triglycerides, 

HDL, LDL). It is reported in the literature that unfavorable blood lipids are related to severity of ALS in Japanese and 
Western patients. This is the first time stabilization of ALS has been observed accompanied by improvements in blood 
lipids in patients. This single report corroborates studies conducted with FSWW08 in other diseases including cancer, 

severe mental diseases (PTSD and Schizophrenia) and severe virus infections. The FDA has granted a general 
unspecific Health Claim that soy improves blood lipids like cholesterol and triglycerides. This is the first time a fermented 
soy formulation, FSWW08, has prevent progression of ALS over a two years period and normalized blood lipids. The 

special fermentation of FSWW08 causes an increase in immunity, cellular stress reduction and blood lipids. Larger 
clinical trials in ALS patients with FSWW08 are now warranted to investigating whether these results can be confirmed, 
and whether FSWW08 increases survival, as well as whether blood lipids are a prognostic marker of ALS. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) – also referred 

to as motor neuron disease or as Lou Gehrig's disease 

in North America – is a debilitating disease with varied 

etiology characterized by rapidly progressive 

weakness, muscle atrophy and fasciculation’s, muscle 
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spasticity, difficulty speaking (dysarthria), difficulty 

swallowing (dysphagia), and difficulty breathing 

(dyspnea) [1-7]. 

The exact etiology of ALS isn’t currently known, 

however, increasing evidence suggests a role for the 

immune system [8, 9]. The natural balance between 

aged local neuronal cells and tissue repair from arriving 

bone marrow stem cells is controlled by the immune 

system [10]. The degree of post-injury inflammation of 

the damaged area of a spinal cord is the main 
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difference between the natural successful repair and 

unsuccessful repair [10], because autoreactive T cells 

suppresses arriving bone marrow mesenchymal stem 

cell trans differentiation to local neural stem cells [10]. 

Cross talk between systemic immunity and local 

immunity is discussed, because ALS patients also 

suffer from similar inflammation in other organs, like the 

liver [11-13] or brain [14] and suffer from lower body 

mass index prior to death [15]. 

Co-morbidities of ALS includes increased 

cardiovascular risk [16], hypertension [17], increased 

cholesterol, triglycerides and LDL (Figure 1) [18], 

reduced well-being and increased depression [19], and 

other immune related disease like arthritis [20], 

infections and sepsis [21].  

Since riluzole is the only approved treatment for 

ALS, researchers look into the possibility to use plant 

based formulations for ALS, like curcumin [22] or 

Ginkgo biloba [23]. The fermented soy formulation, 

called FSWW08, showed immunity increasing 

properties in treatment resistant cancer patients [24-

27], in Hepatitis B virus infections and in soldiers 

suffering from treatment resistant PTSD [28]. FSWW08 

did specifically a) increase immunity in severely 

compromised patients (Figure 2b) increased well-being 

and reduced stress, as well as c) improved markers 

with severe metabolic diseases [28] (Figure 2) and d) 

increased cortisol [28], a steroidal hormone which is a 

marker for cellular stress, and is decreased in ALS [29].  

Previous serological studies suggested distinct 

profiles of lipid, urate and ferritin levels in sera of 

European, Israeli and North American patients with 

ALS (Figure 1) [30-35]. Lipid markers for ALS are 

sometimes misleading if you detect lipid parameter at 

early stages of disease or at late stages of disease. 

Severity of ALS is related to increased cardiovascular 

risk parameters related to metabolic diseases [30]. In 

some studies, however, survival of ALS seems to be 

related to an increase of lipid parameters, which seems 

to be more of a malnutrition problem, because 

starvation will decrease lipid parameter [36, 37]. At late 

stages of ALS, patients tend to lose weight due to 

malnutrition, which always decreases blood lipids [38]. 

FSWW08 normalizes dyslipidemia (Figure 3) [24, 

28], FSWW08 silences, at the genetic level, the gene 

expressions related to immunity (Figure 2), particularly 

Map kinase and NF-kB (Figure 2) [26-27], which are 

also unfavorably up-regulated in ALS patients, 

specifically c-jun, MAP-kinase cascade and NF-kB [39-

44]. The MAP-kinase seems to play a critical key role in 

disease progression in ALS [47], which is silenced by 

FSWW08 in cancer patients [27]. 

Therefore the treatment attempt with FSWW08 was 

not only intended to improve well-being or nutritional 

status, which is recommended by many researchers to 

correct the unfavorable blood lipids, but the hope was 

also generated that a stabilization of ALS could be 

obtained, since cancer and ALS show similar genetic 

immune pattern: The similarity between cancer, muscle 

disease and some immune disease has long been 

discussed by scientists [47-51]. Since FSWW08 did 

improve immunity, survival in cancer patients, an 

exploratory try in ALS is warranted to the efficacy over 

a two-year period.  

METHOD  

ALS Questionnaire 

The ALSFRS-R is a revised ALS functional rating 

scale to test also respiratory function [52]. The increase 

 

Figure 1: Relationship between Disease Progression and Serum Lipid Levels. (a) The inverse correlation between serum 
LDL-C and the annual decline of ALS-FRS. Male patients (blue line): Spearman rho correlation = -0.46 (p<0.01). Female 
patients (red line): Spearman rho correlation = -0.51 (p<0.01). (b) The inverse correlation between serum LDL-C and the annual 
decline of FVC. Male patients (blue line): Spearman rho correlation = -0.59 (p<0.001). Female patients (red line): Spearman rho 
correlation = -0.51 (p<0.001). Taken from [30].  
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Figure 2: Gene expression changes by fermented soy (FSWW08) on blood circulating tumor cancer cells from breast cancer, 
before and after consumption of FSWW08:   x > 2,  1.5 < x < 2,  1.0 <x< 1.5,  no change, 1 > x > 0.66,  0.66 > x > 
0.5,  x <0,5. (taken from Ref. [26]). 

 

 

Figure 3: Individual blood lipid marker of veteran soldiers suffering from PTSD, before and after 3 months consumption of 
FSWW08, (taken from ref. [28]). Cholesterol and triglycerides, two forms of lipid that circulate in your bloodstream, are both 
necessary for life itself. But when blood levels increase upper levels, they are related to increased cardiovascular risk. 
Homocysteine is a marker for cardio-vascular and thrombo-embolytic disease [58]. FSWW08 did reduce in all cases markers of 
cardiovascular diseases in blood.  

in ALS symptoms is depicted as a reduced fraction 

from 48, which indicates no ALS motor disturbances 

[52]. ALSFRS-R scores correlate significantly with 

quality of life. 

The ALS-FTD-Q is a new screening tool for 

behavioral disturbances in ALS, particularly 

frontotemporal dementia is depicted [53].  
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Since both questionnaires were designed to depict 

the progress of ALS, and no treatment exists to modify 

mental symptoms in ALS, additionally the EORTC 

QLQ-C30 questionnaire was used, which is a 

questionnaire formally used for cancer, but is also used 

in head and neck cancer treatment [53]. The impact of 

nutrition in head and neck disease has been depicted 

with this questionnaire in the literature [53]. 

Measuring Lung Functions 

The FEV1/FVC ratio, also called Tiffeneau-Pinelli 

index, is a calculated ratio used in the diagnosis of 

obstructive and restrictive lung disease [55-56]. It 

represents the proportion of a person's vital capacity 

that they are able to expire in the first second of 

expiration. Normal values are approximately 80%. 

Predicted normal values can be calculated online and 

depend on age, sex, height, weight and ethnicity as 

well as the research study that they are based upon. 

Study site  

The study was conducted at the Oregon Clinic, 

Neurology Division, 5050 NE Hoyt Suite 315, Portland 

OR 97213. Due to the severity of the disease and to 

standard procedures, the patient received support from 

several institutions affiliated to the Oregon Clinic, like 

massage therapists, social support groups and other 

medical facilities experienced with neurological muscle 

diseases.  

Personal Data 

The male patient was born on April 22, 1962. He 

was diagnosed with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, ALS, 

on April20, 2011.  

RESULTS  

The patient was in normal health throughout his life. 

In the past, he had experienced only knee surgery in 

2002 due to arthritis. At the time of diagnosis, the 

patient suffered from hypertension and metabolic 

disease, particularly hypertriglyceridemia and 

hypercholesterinaemia, breathing problems, and 

excessive mood swings (Figures 4-7) and hay fever. In 

1987 he fell from a two-story ladder and suffered head 

and neck injuries. The patient was also involved in a 

car accident, which impacted his upper part of the 

body. What caused ALS can only be speculated. No 

muscle disease was ever been detected in his family, 

therefore it is assumed that the fall from the ladder 

caused local inflammation and a long-term defect, 

which ultimately developed into ALS. 

 

Figure 4: Breathing Pattern of a man, who was diagnosed on April 10, 2011 with ALS. He received FSWW08 a fermented soy 
product and the decay of breathing was stabilized, judged as FEV/FVC, The FEV1/FVC ratio, also called Tiffeneau-Pinelli [1] 
index, is a calculated ratio used in the diagnosis of obstructive and restrictive lung disease. It represents the proportion of a 
person's vital capacity that they are able to expire in the first second of expiration [4]. The FEV1/FVC ratio, also called 
Tiffeneau-Pinelli [1] index, is a calculated ratio used in the diagnosis of obstructive and restrictive lung disease [2, 3] It 
represents the proportion of a person's vital capacity that they are able to expire in the first second of expiration [4]. FEV1 
Forced expiratory volume (time): a generic term indicating the volume of air exhaled under forced conditions in the first t 
seconds. For discussion see [56]. 
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Visit Oct. 22, 2010 

He suffered from muscle weakness (ICD 728.87), 

hyperlipidemia NEC/NOS (ICD-272.4), hypertension 

(ICD 401.) and breathing problems (Figures 4, 5, 7). 

The abbreviations NEC and NOS stand for "Not 

Elsewhere Classified" and "Not Otherwise Specified. 

“Due to edema in his lung and leg, he took 

hydrochlorothiazide to reduce water in the lung and 

legs, his only medication at that time. The patient 

complained about muscle weakness in the upper arms, 

which started half a year earlier, for example, he could 

not carry his golf bag. His shoulders showed girdle pain 

in the scapular region. His neck muscles showed also 

tension and pain. Neck flexors and extensions were 

moderately weak. He also showed occasional 

fasciculation in the trapezius, deltoids, and pectoral 

region. He had moderate weakness at the 

supraspinatus muscle and increased tinnitus, and pain 

in the deltoid and biceps on the right. The mental exam 

showed he is oriented in time, place, and person. His 

memory is intact for recent and remote events. His 

language skills are fluent, repeats and names without 

difficulty, followed complex commands without 

difficulty. His coordination is intact. Diagnosis of 

different organs showed in a physical examination:  

Exam of the respiratory tract reveals complaints of 

shortness of breast. Patient complained of hair loss. As 

a sign of a reduced immune system the patient 

suffered from repeated allergy and hay fever. 

Psychiatry complaints were excessive worry, anxiety 

attacks, however, denies depression and has thoughts 

of suicide (Figure 6). The patient received psychiatric 

treatment for mood swings.  

Visit October 13, 2010  

MRI of the cervical spine showed some spondylosis 

and neuroforminal narrowing bilaterally. Blood tests 

determined by ARUP Inc. Salt Lake City Utah, did not 

show alterations in thyroid hormones, anti-GM one 

antibodies, PTH, SPEP, B1, B6, B12, RPR. Neurology 

tests by EMG in the right 1stDorInt, the right AbdPoll 

Brev, the right FlexPo.Long, the Left Triceps and the 

Left Supraspinatus showed increased motor unit 

amplitudes and diminished recruitment. The patient 

was suffering from hyperlipidemia (Figure 7).  

Visit January, 10 2010  

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of the patient by lumbar 

puncture was investigated and no sign of inflammation 

or acute malignancy was found. Visual inspection of 

slides showed signs of benign lymphocytes.  

Visit April 20, 2011 

ALS was diagnosed by EMG through progressive 

upper and lower motor neuron findings, diffuse 

denervation by EMG, most constantly related with ALS. 

Riluzole (Rilutek
®
).Riluzol, was prescribed, which is the 

first drug approved by the FDA in the United States for 

  

Figure 5: Systolic blood pressure of an ALS patient, diagnosed with ALS on April 10, 2011. During a period of time caused by a 
compliance problem, the blood pressure increased above an upper limit of 140 mmHG. After consumption of FSWW08 was 
reinstalled, blood pressure was reduced to normal valued again.  
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the treatment of ALS. He also took amitriptylineHCL, 10 

mg tablets, every 3-4 days as needed for excessive 

saliva hypersecreation.  

The patient consumed additionally the pain reliever 

Advil
®
 (ibuprofen) for pain relief in his joints. He also 

took oxybutynin (Ditropan®) to control bladder spasms. 

Medication was taken constantly. He was also 

prescribed amitriptyline, against excessive saliva 

production. 

Visit May 2011 

He started to consume FSWW08, a fermented soy 

product sold in the US under the name of HAELAN 

951, a liquid 225 ml per day.  

 

Figure 6: Relationship between quality of life and consumption of FSWW08. listed are answers realted to some questions of the 
EORTC QLQ-C30 questionanere. Taken from: http://groups.eortc.be/qol/eortc-qlq-c30.  

 

 

Figure 7: Blood lipids of an ALS patient. After consumption of FSWW08 was initiated the blood lipid parameter were reduced 
and stayed reduced within normal limits. The patient was diagnosed as hypercholesterimea and suffering from metabolic 
disease before ALS was diagnosed.  
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On June 21, 2011  

The ALS patient felt better with regard to breathing 

and can perform routine work more consistently. 

Swallowing is fine. The most important change is that 

he sleeps well for 8-10 hours. Emotions have been 

improved tremendously, worrying, anxiety and stress 

have almost disappeared. He eats well. His neck is still 

weak due to ALS. Legs are still strong and are not 

affected. The shoulders are slightly weaker from the 

previous visit. Pain in his joints has disappeared. 

Patient could reduce the doses of Ditropan due to less 

spasm and increased urinary frequency. The forced 

vital capacity (the capacity of strength of his expiratory 

respirator muscles) was 71% which is stable since the 

last visit. The negative inspiratory force (the strength of 

inspiratory muscle was -45, which is stable since the 

last visit (normal is >-60 cm H20). The peak cough flow 

was strong and stable at 390 liters/min. The grip 

strength was stable at 38 kilogram on the left and 29,5 

kilogram on the right. The lung function was judged as 

moderate decrease in inspiratory force. 

November 15, 2012  

After returning from a vacation, consumption of 

FSWW08 was stopped for a month up to December 1, 

2012. Severe motor disability symptoms returned 

immediately after returning home and left and right arm 

could not be moved anymore. During the period the 

FSWW08 was not taken the Rilutek was still 

consumed, but had limited effect in prevent a severe 

attack of motor disability. Also his ability to speak was 

completely lost. Additionally, sleeping disturbances 

were experienced, as well as severe anxiety attacks. 

The consumption of FSWW08 was installed again, and 

by the third day the mental disturbances stopped, 

sleeping disturbances stopped, there was an increased 

motor ability, and speaking was restored to the level 

before the FSWW08 was stopped. 

Additionally after consumption of FSWW08 was 

stopped, blood pressure increased to170/110 mm HG 

and his mental performance was severely hampered 

(Figure 6). When FSWW08 was consumed again, 

blood pressure and mental performance returned to 

normal values (Figures 5, 6, 7).  

December 15, 2012  

The patient is presently in a stable condition, 

showing mental stability with no worrying, blood lipids 

are normal again, blood pressure (syst/dias) is normal 

also and was reduced to 120/80 mm HG (Figures 5, 6). 

The pain in the arm and shoulders did not disappear, 

however is bearable and does not interfere with normal 

daily routine. The patient is capable to take part in all 

social activities and can perform normal activities in his 

house and can dress and undress without help. Patient 

is experiencing a good quality of life. It can be said that 

due to the intensive support of the hospital, the general 

health has improved, for example, no hay fever attack 

has occurred, prescription of hydrochlorothiazide was 

stopped, since no edema in lung and legs were 

detected and no hypertension existed. Patients with 

emotional stress, and/or, immunity defects normally 

experience edema and hypertension.  

DISCUSSION  

Life expectancy is increasing with the exception in 

neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer, multiple 

sclerosis, or Morbus Parkinson that lead to dementia 

and/or paralysis [1-6]. The most deadly disease in this 

category is amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), where 

death occurs within 2 to 5 years after diagnosis [1-6]. 

The here described open label study suffers from 

two considerable limitations: Firstly, the study has not 

included any adequate subjects to evaluate any 

outcome or hypotheses, and secondly, significant bias 

and lack of validity in the more subjective outcomes of 

the study exits, namely patient symptom management: 

Since the etiology of neurodegenerative diseases are 

not fully understood and relevant markers have not 

been established for ALS, yet, any reported finding and 

correlation of markers in this study have no statistical 

and may not have medical significance. Contrariwise 

this single case should be reported and discussed 

among scientists: The only hypothesis describing the 

etiology of ALS that has reached general acceptance 

and seems to be commonly shared in the scientific 

community is that general and local immunity 

disturbances facilitates ALS (Figure 8) [1-6]. This one 

case example obtained in an open label study shows 

for the first time ever an improvement of several clinical 

immunological and blood markers, which are discussed 

to be related to ALS in the scientific literature. Only 

recently it has been hypothesized that microglia and 

astrocytes play an essential role in the maintenance of 

homeostasis within the central nervous system, and 

may control the magnitude and duration response to 

infections or injury of cells involved in ALS [77]. Only 

recently it has been also found that the DHEA 

metabolite 5alpha-androsten-3ß, 17ß-diol (ADIOL) 

functions as a selective modulator of estrogen receptor 
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(ER)ß to suppress inflammatory response of microglia 

and astrocytes (Figure 8) [77]. It was hypothesized that 

administration of ADIOL or synthetic ERß-specific 

ligant that promote an ADIOL/ERß/CtBP pathway 

reduce inflammatory responses in microglia and can be 

targeted by selective ERß modulators and may 

improve the disease [77]. 

It is confusing, there are two ADIOLS, which are 

structurally very similar, are metabolised however, to 

form two different parent steroidal hormones: the 

testosterone metabolite 5alpha-androstan-3ß,17ß-diol 

(the second ADIOL) are unable to bind to the androgen 

receptor, however binds to the Estrogen receptor ß 

[66]. Both ADIOLS, the one metabolized form DHEA 

and the one metabolized from testosterone, show 

similar pharmacological efficacy, particularly increasing 

immunity [66]. It has been shown in castrated male 

mice model that 5alpha-androstan-3ß,17ß-diol is 

significantly reducing the inflammatory response of the 

endothelial layer of arteries and as a consequence 

blood pressure and protecting against arteriosclerosis 

through the improving blood lipids [78]. Therefore there 

is a common denominator for arteriosclerosis risk and 

cellular inflammation, the two steroidal hormones 

ADIOLs. ADIOLS show strong increase in cellular 

immunity through modifications in Th1/Th2 cytokines 

balance [66]. In contrast, however, to cortisones, 

ADIOLS increase Th2 cytokines, which show strong 

increase in immunity [66] particularly infections: In this 

study consumption of FSWW08 has increased general 

immunity of the ALS patient, for example reduced hay 

fever, rates of common cold and flu-like infections 

during winter. A distinct advantage of ADIOLS over 

cortisones is, that they do not reduce immunity like 

cortisones, ADIOL can be applied over longer period of 

times, this is supported by the literature that shows 

ADIOLS are increased over 6 months during 

pregnancy without causing side effects in the mother or 

the baby [27, 66].  

In this clinical study, consumption of FSWW08 has 

produced three clinical effects, which are related to 

increased ADIOL activity: Firstly, increased general 

immunity of the ALS patient, for example eliminating 

hay fever, fewer infections during winter, secondly, 

blood pressure and blood lipids are normalized, and 

thirdly, motor function of the ALS patient was related to 

 

Figure 8: Model for ER -mediated repression of inflammation of the DHEA metabolite ADIOl is a key sterpod to suppress 
inflammation in astrocytes. LPS means lipopolysaccharide and is an inflammatory stimulus, IL denotes for cytokines and means 
interleukin….., ERß means estrogen receptor beta. cJun and cFos are genetic mediators of inflammation. FSWW08 reduces 
cJun as was shown in Figure 1. iNOS-promotes inflammatory activity, CtBP1 and CtBP2 control the release of the cytokine 
IL23p19, what promotes inflammation. 17ß-HSD type 14 denotes for 17ß hydroxysteroiddehydrogenase, an enzyme that 
metabolizes the steroidal hormone DHEA into ADIOL. If inflammation occurs then the benefiyial antiinflamamtory ADIOL is 
reduced. Figure taken with permission from: Saijo et al. CELL 2011 145 584-597.  
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consumption of FSWW09. Besides increasing ADIOLS, 

other studies show that FSWW08 increases cortisol 

and testosterone [28], which are also decreased in 

patients suffering from ALS [29, 58]. Therefore, ALS 

may have to be considered a more complex disease 

than just being defined by one single parameter.  

Soy contains the steroidal isoflavones genistein and 

daidzein, which are selective ERß-agonistic solutes 

and are structurally similar to steroidal ADIOLS [24, 

26]. Therefore they fall into the category of solutes 

recommended by other researchers as potential 

candidates for treatment of ALS and, additionally, are 

structurally and pharmacologically similar to ADIOL 

[77]. FSWW08, a specially fermented soy formulation 

has been proven to increase ADIOL in other studies, 

besides the fact it contains isoflavones, which are 

structurally similar to ADIOL [28]. FSWW08 has been 

shown in other studies to significantly improve 

immunity in cancer, severe mental disease [24, 28]. 

FSWW08 improves triglycerides (Figure 3), which has 

not been reported with normal soy, although soy has a 

general health claim for reducing cardiovascular risk 

(Table 2).  

Increased blood marker normally linked to metabolic 

disease are not only a sign of cellular stress and 

inflammation in obesity, but also in severe diseases like 

cancer, severe inflammations, lupus, and severe 

infections (Table 3) [59, 60, 62]. Recently published 

studies on Western and Japanese patients indicated 

that serum levels of triglyceride, LDL, cholesterol were 

correlated with clinical deterioration in ALS patients 

(Figure 1) [30]: Metabolic and nutritional conditions of 

lipid, urate and iron could contribute to disease 

progression and severity of ALS [30]. There are, 

Table 3: List of severe diseases in which dyslipidemia is a sign of that disease or even a marker of severity of the 

disease. Please note that the number of publication in all areas are substantial and examples are only cited 
to demonstrate the general significance 

Dyslipidemia as Blood Markers in Severe Diseases 

Mechanism Disease Literature Directly Related to 

severity of the 
disease 

FSWW08 reduces 

dyslipidemia in 
this disease  

Literature with 

FSWW08 in this 
disease to improved 

blood lipids  

Obesity, 
cardiovacular risk 

markers 

FDA approved a 
general health 
claim [67, 68] 

slightly decreased 

LDL cholesterol, 
no effect on HDL, 

triglycerides, 

lipoprotein, or 
blood pressure. 

+  

[69] 

  

ALS +  

[30] 

+  

[30] 

+ The here outlined 

single case report: 
Goslin et al. 2013  

Multiple Sclerosis + 

[70] 

+ 

[70] 

  

Arthritis  + 

[75] 

 + case example  

Inflammation  

Lupus  + 

[71] 

 + case example    

Severe Mental 
Disease  

PTSD  + 

[72] 

+ 

[72] 

+  

(see Figure 3)  

[28] 

 Bipolar Disorder + 

[73] 

+ 

[73] 

  

 Schizophrenia  + 

[74] 

   

Cancer  Prostate, breast 
ovarian cancer and 

others,  

[79, 80]  + [24] 
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however, also studies published, that survival is related 

to increased blood lipids [63]. Survival or severity of 

ALS show two different parameter, because ALS 

patients at the end of their life seem to be rather 

cachectic. Long periods of starvation reduce blood 

lipids [65], rather than being directly related to ALS. 

FSWW08 has shown in clinical trials with soldiers 

suffering from posttraumatic stress disorders a 

remarkable reduction of triglycerides, cholesterol, LDL 

and increase in HDL (Figure 3) [28]. Since soy has an 

unspecific health claim for slightly improving cholesterol 

and LDL in general nutrition [67, 68], however shows 

no improvement in triglycerides and in HDL, it has been 

discussed by experts, that different methods of 

fermentation, particularly those leading to FSWW08, 

leads to different immune modifying abilities and may 

therefore modify blood lipids and stress in severe 

diseases, surpassing those in normal nutritional 

products [76].  

Nevertheless, this paper cannot elucidate whether 

blood lipids are a relevant marker for ALS. A study with 

a larger cohort suffering from ALS consuming 

FSWW08 is warranted to investigate whether these 

results can be corroborated.  
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